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ABSTRACT 
Grid locations are given of the highest 30 soil radon levels found in the 
1981 Ngawha radon survey. Most seem to be on hills. 

KEYWORDS: 
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NGAWHA 
GEOTHERMAL PROSPECTING 

This brief and preliminary report gives some idea of the places around 
Ngawha where the highest radon contents were found in the 1981 survey, 
which measured the amount in the ground, using track-etch cups. 

About 3000 cups were placed, left buried for times ranging from two weeks 
to two months, at a depth of 0.5 m, and the sensitive film etched in the 
laboratory to reveal the tracks left by the alpha particles from the radon. 

This document summarises the results having track densities greater than 
-2 -1 one track mm d , an arbitrary level. The co-ordinates are given in 

terms of the MOWD 1:5000 maps series 8/1422/03/2844, 1977. 

Co-ordinate N Co-ordinate E Location Tracks 
mm d 

861375 218000 SW of bore 9 1.4 
860875 218700 Slopes W of bore 11 site 

(Bannister) 
1.0 

860825 218650 H II 3.3 861450 218475 Near Carter Holt boundary fence 
SW of bore 2 

2.0 
861350 219275 E edge of bore 11 site 2.4 
861775 217080 W edge road 400 m NW of bore 

10 site 1.2 
862750 218725 S of road to bore 8 site 2.2 862900 218775 HillsloDe W of barn on bore 8 

road 
1.6 

862900 216225 10 m N of road N of bore 4 1.8 863000 219175 Near bore 8 site, uphill 1.2 
863375 217600 NE of Ginn ringroad 1.2 863225 217525 Just inside NE ringroad 1.7 
863350 217200 NW of ringroad 1.8 863200 217000 H 1.3 863400 217150 n 1.3 863125 218500 W edge hills between bores 

3 and 8 
2.5 

863500 217650 E edge stream below fork 
^Timperley) 1.1 
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Co-ordinate N Co-ordinate E Location Tracks 
ran d 

863610 217650 S edge Timperley property near 
stream 

1.5 
863900 216505 Just S of Golf Club (Ginn) 2.0 
864000 216450 a • 1.1 
864050 216700 Ridge SE of Golf Club 1.4 
864025 217000 Ngawha reservoir hill 1.6 
864125 216750 M 1.6 
864225 216950 N of road to bore 5 3.7 
864175 216800 n 2.1 
864150 217500 n 2.1 
864075 217350 • 1.1 
864475 217420 In gorse 300-400 m N of 

reservoir 
1.0 

864475 217125 N of cold bubbling lake 1.6 
864425 217050 N H 1.0 

Mt Putahi - extinct fumarole 6.5 

In the above cases other unmentioned points nearby are generally much higher 
than background also. 

The meaning of the above radon 'highs* are subject of further study. They 
should be taken with great caution, and cannot in themselves be taken as 
sole evidence of sites for further drilling. Final calculation of results 
may change the above table, eliminating a few points and inserting others. 

One preliminary finding is that swampy ground may often produce low radon 
readings, because stagnant water acts as a barrier to further diffusion. 
Hills therefore may be exppcted to be abnormally high. Allowance for this 
factor may mean introduction of a substantial amount of readings from some 
of the swamps at a later stage of evaluation. 

In general, it may be said that most of the Ngawha reservoir hill area is 
high in radon; the putatative fault NW of the ringroad near Ngawha is also 
high; the hills between bores 3 and 8; and scattered points in the hills on 
the Carter-Holt property. 

The highest reading found is from Mt Puatahi N of Kaikohe, and several 
other readings from there were also q'jite high. This suggests the area is 
worth further investigation for a heat source at depth. 
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There may be other points near bore 3 which are significant, but detailed 
comparison must await a detailed comparison of the conditions, since that 
area was covered in a pilot survey under completely different climatic 
conditions. 

The attached figure shows approximately where the radon highs are found. 
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